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32 Paul Jay, xwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBABeyond Discipline? Globalization and the Future of EnglishzyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Economic and cultural globalization threatens the nation-state’s ability to control 

institutions like the university, where a general emphasis on national subjectivities 

and ideologies is giving way to a focus on diasporic and postnational formations. 

Globalization challenges our tendency in literary studies to organize programs and 

curricula along national lines. This is particularly true for English literature, the 

contemporary production and consumption of which no longer take place within 

discrete national borders but unfold in a complex system of transnational economic 

and cultural exchanges. As we reorganize our approach to English in this context, 

we need to develop a thorough understanding of the key terms, issues, and debates 

that have marked the rise of globalization studies. Most important, we need to re

situate English in a global framework without subjecting postnational literatures to 

the colonizing effects of some of our traditional hierarchies and practices. (PJ)

48 Stephen Greenblatt, Racial Memory and Literary History

The national model of literary history—with its developmental, teleological narra

tive of emergence and its vision of ineffable belonging and uniqueness—has lost 

much of its traditional pedagogical centrality, but it has not vanished. Rather, it has 

migrated from the center to what was once the periphery, where it now flourishes 

as a way of affirming the identity claims of hitherto marginalized groups. Literary 

historians speaking for such groups may openly acknowledge that the terms asso

ciated with the old historical narrative—gfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAevo lu tio n a ry , co n tin u o u s, o rg a n ic , and the 

like—are largely Active, yet these writers self-consciously embrace the fiction in 

order to appropriate its power. But this embrace entails serious risks: cynicism, en

forced performativity, and repetition compulsion. A more powerful alternative lies 

in the emerging practice of mobility studies. (SG)

75 Arturo Arias, Authoring Ethnicized Subjects: Rigoberta Menchu and the 

Performative Production of the Subaltern Self

The debate over Rigoberta Menchu’s te s tim o n io has centered on whether or not 

Menchu told the “truth” regarding details of her personal life. According to her 

critics, her “lies” discredit her testimony and reduce the moral authority of leftist 

intellectuals who teach testimonial texts. This focus on verifiable facts ignores the 

literary value of te s tim o n io s in general and the importance of Menchu’s testimony 

in particular in a discursive war tied to cold war politics. This essay explores the 

problematics of truth, the nature of te s tim o n io  as a genre, and the relation between 

political solidarity and subaltern narrative. It also examines the function of 

Menchu’s te s tim o n io as a discourse on ethnicity and considers the relation among 

the anthropologist, the subaltern subject, and truth. The conclusion deals with the 

need to rethink the concept of identity, with the desires and fantasies of subjective 

transformation, and with the notion of identity politics. (AA)
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89 Basem L. Ra'ad, xwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAPrimal Scenes of Globalization: Legacies of Canaan and 

EtruriazyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
This study calls for globalizing recognitions and for writing less exclusionary histo

ries. In introductory remarks, it relates two undermined cultures to current global

ization and to “Western civilization” as a complex constructed from selected 

ancient Greek, Roman, and Judeo-Christian elements. Seven sections illustrate vari

ous contradictions in scholarship, in literary history, and in practice and attempt to 

reinsert Canaanite, Etruscan, and other suppressed civilizations into the Western 

and monotheistic self-valuation. The sections are titled “Etruscology,” “Recogni

tion Politics and Paradigmatic Omissions,” “A Few Scholars,” “Recognition Text

books,” “Canaan, Ugarit, and Biblical Scholarship,” “Demonologies,” and “Writing 

Writing.” The last section suggests that the original development and transmission 

of the alphabet could be used as another model for human commonality and for al

tering frameworks of interaction, knowledge, and recognition. (BLR)

111 David Chioni Moore, Is the Post- in Postcolonial the Post- in Post- 

Soviet? Toward a Global Postcolonial Critique

The enormous twenty-seven-nation post-Soviet sphere—including the former So

viet republics and the former “East Bloc” states—is virtually never discussed in the 

burgeoning discourse of postcolonial studies. Yet Russia and the successor Soviet 

Union exercised colonial control over the Caucasus, Central Asia, the Baltics, and 

Central and Eastern Europe for anywhere from fifty to two hundred years. The 

present essay interrogates the possible postcoloniality of the post-Soviet sphere, in

cluding Russia. The investigation is complicated by Russia’s seeming Eurasian sta

tus and its history of perceived cultural inferiority to the West. A broad range of 

theoretical, historical, cultural, and geographic positions are examined, and figures 

such as Curzon, Conrad, Lermontov, and Shohat are addressed. In conclusion the 

essay argues against the current occidentocentric privileging of Western European 

colonization as the standard and proposes a fully global postcolonial critique. Over

all, it critiques both too narrow post-Soviet studies and too parochial, too Anglo- 

Franco-focused postcolonial studies. (DCM)

129 William Slaymaker, Ecoing the Other(s): The Call of Global Green and 

Black African Responses

Global production of literature and criticism about the environment has increased 

dramatically in the past decade, but black African writers and critics have not par

ticipated fully in this new approach. Literary green globalism, broadcast from met

ropolitan centers East and West, has inspired suspicion among some black African 

anglophone writers, while gaining acceptance among others, who with their Euro- 

American counterparts have begun to examine the relations of humanity and nature 

in sub-Saharan environments. (WS)
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145 Robert Eric Livingston, xwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBAGlocal Knowledges: Agency and Place in Literary 

StudieszyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
Discourse on globalization regularly sells itself as the next big thing. If we read be

fore buying it, however, it may seem that the novelty of globalization has been over

sold and its enduring features underestimated. Against the tendency to oppose 

global processes to local practices (e.g., as future to past), the essay argues for see

ing literary studies hitorically as a form of “glocalization,” reworking the topics of 

locality and place while recalling the forms of their dislocation. Recognizing this 

historical implication in the global should keep us from being stampeded by 

market-driven scenarios of globalism and allow us to recover ways to configure al

ternative futures. What is needed are tactical (in Certeau’s sense) responses to glob

alization and a renewed commitment to practices of disciplined skepticism. (REL)

158 lan Baucom, Globalit, Inc.; or, The Cultural Logic of Global Literary Studies 

“Charter’d Companies may indeed be the form the world has now increasingly 

begun to take,” announces Charles Mason in Thomas Pynchon’s 1997 novel gfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
M a so n  a n d  D ixo n . Taking that cryptic comment as a starting point and drawing on 

Giovanni Arrighi’s account of the recurrent organization of capital by metropolitan 

“spaces-of-flows,” this essay investigates what it might mean for Mason’s comment 

to be true of both his late-eighteenth-century moment and the late-twentieth-cen- 

tury moment of the novel’s publication and asks what such a reading of the “form 

[of J the world” implies for contemporary attempts to rethink literary study under 

the sign of the global. The essay offers “laws” of such a global form (expansion 

contracts, contraction enriches, enrichment haunts) and deploys them to read the 

two modes of globalized literary study that have achieved dominance of late: 

global literary study as method and as project—the key method in question under

stood here as a type of global historicism and the key project as the appeal to re

configure literary study as the study of something called global literature. (IB)

173 Wai Chee Dimock, Literature for the Planet

What happens when a text is read in different centuries, different countries? The 

fate of the D iv in e C o m ed y in the Soviet Union suggests one answer. Focusing on 

Osip Mandelstam’s intense attachment to Dante and thinking generally about the 

consequences of a globalizing readership, this essay argues for literature as a pecu

liar form of “life,” a planetary life. Not biological like an organism and not territor

ial like a nation, this form of life extends across linguistic borders and across the 

borders of chronology. This form of life comprises a population of temporal hy

brids: “translations” that disrupt the territorial sovereignty of the state, even as they 

disrupt its regime of simultaneity. (WCD)
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